
CHINQUAPIN Promotion Procedures and Program Eligibility 
Requirements. 

GOAL of MARLINS PROGRAM:  To develop and prepare swimmers for their highest potential in 
line with their personal goals and expectations.   Swimmers are advanced through all levels of the program 
at the appropriate age and ability level to assure success and longevity within the sport.  In order to 
facilitate this process, the Potomac Marlins staff relies on specific written eligibility requirements in 
addition to and in support of their subjective observations. 

CHINQUAPIN PROGRAM Base Eligibility Criteria for 2019-2020 
The team’s standard base eligibility requirements for each of the program levels is located on the team 
web site under the TEAM INFO / GROUP DESCRIPTIONS tab: 
https://www.teamunify.com/team/pvpm/page/team-information/group-descriptions 

The Chinquapin program specific additional requirements are posted on the CHIQUAPIN practice 
Schedule page.  https://www.teamunify.com/pvpm/UserFiles/File/18-
19%20CHINQUAPIN%20Practice%20Schedule(4).pdf.  Swimmer’s age is based upon their age as of the 
first day of the Short Course season in September.  Typically Sept 10-11. 

SENIOR GOLD: All 15 & older swimmers who wish to swim in the LEE DISTRICT morning and CHINQUAPIN 
afternoon 90 practice groups must register as SENIOR GOLD swimmers:  This is a 6 X per week practice 
expectation.  5 mornings per week at LEE DISTRICT ,  M-W-F afternoon DOUBLES options at CHINQUAPIN 
and Saturday morning at CHINQUAPIN.  Senior swimmers will only be permitted to swim at CHINQUAPIN 
In the afternoon if doing their second practice of the day. Regular meet participation is required. 11-month 
program 

SENIOR PREP – GOLD:  11-14 year old swimmers, 5 X per week expectation.  Practice options include 5 
mornings per week at LEE DISTRICT, M-W-F afternoon at CHINQUAPIN and Saturday morning at 
CHINQUAPIN.  Regular meet attendance is required.  11month program 

SENIOR SILVER:  13 - 14 year old swimmers,  4 X per week expectation. Practice options include 5 mornings 
per week at LEE DISTRICT, M-W-F afternoon at CHINQUAPIN and Saturday morning at CHINQUAPIN.  
Regular meet attendance is required.  9 -month program.  ( Swimming over summer requires summer 
registration) 

AGAD GOLD (Age Group Aerobic Development):  M-W-F-Sat - 11-12 year old swimmers with “A” times 
in 2 or more 100 yard events/strokes).  4 X per week expectation.  11-month program.  Regular Meet 
participation expected. 

AGAD SILVER (Age Group Aerobic Development):  T-TH-F -   9-12 year old swimmers, 3 or 4 X per week 
expectation.  11-month program. Regular Meet participation expected. 

AGSD (Age Groups Stroke Development):  7-11 year old swimmers,  2 or 3 X per week expectation.  
Regular Meet Participation strongly encouraged.  9 or 11-month options. 



Mighty Marlins:  5-8 year old swimmers:  1, 2 or 3 X per week expectation.  Regular Meet Participation 
strongly encouraged.  9-month option only. 

Age Group SILVER / Sen- Prep SILVER:  Swimmers 11 & older, 2 and 3 X per week Developmental and 
Maintenance programs.  Swim meets encouraged but not expected.  This group is the only CHINQUAPIN 
option for 12 & older swimmers who are not able to meet the AGAD base eligibility requirements. (The 
Lee District program offers much more flexibility at the current time and can accept 12 & older AGAD and 
Sen Prep swimmers who are not eligible to swim at CHINQUAPIN ).  9-month program. 

Program PROMOTIONS: 

Program promotions are the sole decision of the Marlins coaching staff and occur when specific swimmers 
begin to OUTPACE the standard progress of the swimmers in the current group AND meet the base 
eligibility requirements of the higher level group.  The base eligibility test sets are given to the entire group 
at regular intervals throughout the season.  Swimmers MUST pass ALL of the testing criteria fully before 
being recommended for promotions.  The Marlins staff will not promote swimmers until they are 
mentally, emotionally and physically ready for the higher level practice group. 

• Mid-season promotions can occur within the first two weeks of the start of the season and 
address swimmers who were either initially placed in the incorrect group during a pre-season 
assessment OR who were assessed at the end of the last season and who have made significant 
improvement over the summer months.  Mid-season promotions are also regularly made at the 
end of the Fall session / over Holiday Break.  A pro-rated upgrade fee is charged at the time of the 
promotion. 
 

• Post Spring Break promotions are made following the teams annual Spring Break week.  There is 
no upgrade fee for the post spring break promotions through the end of the Short Course season 
/ Memorial Day weekend.  Swimmers advancing from the 9-month AGSD program to the 11-
month AGAD program will be charged the AGAD summer AGAD discounted fee if they wish to 
continue the AGAD program over the summer. (not required for newly promoted swimmers). 
 

• End of Season Promotions are made through an end of season assessment by the current deck 
coaches.   Parents are notified in May of each season of the practice group for which their 
swimmer should register for the upcoming season.  In some cases swimmers may improve 
dramatically over the summer in which case these swimmers will require summer tryout for the 
higher level group. 

 

ACCEPTING a PROMOTION:  Swimmers who accept the promotion must confirm the acceptance 
via e-mail with both current and higher level coaches and the registrar. The start date for the promotion 
will be established by the higher level program coach in coordination with the current coach. 

DECLINING a PROMOTION:  Swimmers recommended for promotion DO NOT have to accept the 
promotion for the remainder of the current season, however, these swimmers must register for the higher 



level program the following season if wishing to return to the CHINQUAPIN program.  (The Lee District 
program offers much more flexibility at the current time). 

• Swimmers should decline their promotion if their “friends” have not been promoted and they 
wish to stay with their friends.  Ineligible “friends” will not be promoted for this reason.  
EVERYONE has to earn the promotion individually.  (ex. If a friend is put on the travel soccer team, 
you don’t get to go automatically as well) 

• Swimmers should decline the promotion if their promotion affects transportation with a car pool.  
Car pool swimmers will not be promoted for this reason.   

• Swimmers should decline the promotion if the upgrade fee is not feasible or if the higher level 
program schedule is not workable.  (The Lee District program offers MM/AGSD and AGAD 
practices at the same time).  Note:  there is no upgrade fee for post-spring break promotions 
through the end of May. 

 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS, ISSUES and NOTES: 
Please remember, promotions are at the sole discretion of the deck coaches.  We are advocating for 
your swimmer and their future.  You need to have patience and trust in us and the process. 

• Spaces must be available in the higher level program practice group for promotions to be possible.  
When spaces are not available, the coach will develop one of the lanes into a transition group and 
begin to separate them from the other lanes.  This happens naturally in all practice groups during 
the course of the season.  Each of the practice groups are segmented into micro ability groups 
wherein swimmers migrate to higher level lanes as they advance relative to the others in the 
group. 

• Both lower and upper level coaches must agree to promotion in advance of it being offered to 
the swimmer. 

• All Marlins practice groups are supposed to advance and improve as a unit throughout the season.  
Promotions are recommended and sometimes necessary for swimmers who are outpacing the 
progress of the group and are therefore not benefitting.   

• Promoting swimmers BEFORE they are ready is a bad idea for many reasons.  The coaching staff 
is in the best position to make this call since we see the group dynamics of all groups collectively.  
It is our professional opinion that allowing young swimmers to feel good about leading their lane 
for a significant amount of time in a lower level group is much more beneficial to their future 
success and enjoyment of the sport than moving them to a higher level group where they are last 
all the time and find it difficult to keep up.  Advancing practice groups in swimming is equivalent 
to advancing SEVERAL grade levels at school all at once. 

• It is a bad idea to compare swimmers to their friends at young ages.  All swimmers improve and 
grow at different rates and at different times.  Speed in meets does not necessarily equate to 
ability to practice hard for 60-90 minutes. 

• Getting stroke technique correct at an early age as possible is crucial to future potential.  
Advancing swimmer before their technique is good enough to handle the increase load is a bad 
idea.  Doing this will definitely hurt the swimmer, possibly by causing physical injuries, and or 
ingraining bad habits through lack of attention in lieu of worrying about keeping up with the rest 



of the group.  Many swimmers are able to pass the physical test sets, HOWEVER, a coach may 
elect NOT to promote them due to poor technique issues that are best worked on in the lower 
level group where a swimmer can pay attention to technique instead of “keeping up”. 

• Not like school where advancement from one group to the next happens yearly.  In many cases, 
advancement takes several years to progress from one group to the next. 

THE BASIC PROMOTION PROCESS: 
1. Swimmers must meet base eligibility requirements of team as posted on web site GROUP 

DESCRIPTONS page. 
2. Swimmer must meet base eligibility requirements of the CHINQUAPIN program as posted on the 

CHINQUAPIN practice schedules page. 
3. Swimmer must receive Promotion RECOMMENDATION from current level coach. 
4. Swimmer must receive Promotion ACCEPTANCE from higher level coach.  Coaches must/ should 

communicate between themselves PRIOR to communicating potential promotions to swimmers 
and parents.  Mid-season Promotions are not possible if the higher level group is full. 

5. Parents and swimmer are notified if staff agrees to promotion. 
6. Swimmer is invited to participate in TRIAL practices with the higher level group. 
7. Swimmer accepts promotion if trial practices are a success and is congratulated. 
8. Coaches notify Registrar so changes can be made to the database and upgrade fees applied if 

applicable. 

Coach Barry Marlin 

Potomac Marlins Team Manager 


